A leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and health solutions.

Benefits

- Directors and Officers Liability Insurance
- Fiduciary Liability Insurance
- Crime Liability Insurance
- Employment Practices Liability Insurance
- Cyber Liability Solutions

Benefit from MULTIPLE CARRIERS competing for your business without sacrificing coverages or enhancements.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE
Pre-negotiated, state-of-the-art coverage enhancements specific for life science companies with expansive and unique benefits.

The coverages offered by Aon under the BIO Cyber Panel for Network Security and Privacy Liability include:

- **Affirmative coverage** for clinical trials data restoration
- **Broad Business Interruption coverage** contemplating supply chain contingencies in addition to IT infrastructure
- **Business Interruption coverage** to include interruption of operations due to an order from FDA or other similar regulatory body
- **Expansive Claim coverage**, including all forms of alternative dispute resolution and investigations to include express language for FDA proceedings and foreign equivalent

Get Started